About the Contributors

**Bhojaraju Gunjal** lives in Rourkela and serves as Head, Central Library (Deputy Librarian) at National Institute of Technology Rourkela, Odisha, India. Prior to this, he served as Deputy Librarian at Thapar University, Patiala, Punjab and Knowledge Management (KM) Consultant at TATA Consultancy Services (TCS), Bangalore. He has over 15 years of professional experience in Library Management, Knowledge management, Enterprise Content Management and Project Management in both academic and IT Sectors using ECM tools such as SharePoint, Documentum and InQuira. Has strong understanding of business processes, integration strategies and techno-functional expertise in different industrial areas. You may also refer his detailed profile at http://bhojaraju.weebly.com.

* * *

**Yogita Ahuja** is working as a Senior Library Information Assistant with National Institute of Food Technology Entrepreneurship and Management (NIFTEM). Prior joining this institution she has worked as an Information Analyst and Associate Editor at renowned international research organizations viz, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI). She was working as a Junior Research Fellow with Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), as assistant librarian at renowned national research organizations viz, National Centre for Agricultural Economics and Policy Research (NCAP) and as an intern at Indian Agriculture Research Institute Library (IARI Library). She has few papers to her credit published in national, international conferences, journal and book and participated in national, international conferences. She was Associate Editor of World digital Library international journal published by TERI during her tenure. Her areas of expertise are information processing and retrieval, digital library, library automation, access to E-resources, information communication technologies and new trends in library and information services, social networking tool for information sharing, indexing and abstracting. She holds master degree in Hindi literature and Library and information sciences. She has been awarded for best poster presentation in international conference on digital
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library (ICDL 2010). She has a good working knowledge in library management software, digitization, Re-engineering of library and information services and access to E-resources.

Gülten Alir received her MA from Hacettepe University, Department of Library and Information Science, Ankara, Turkey (2002) and her PhD from the same University, Department of Information Management. She completed her post-doc studies on e-government and records management standards at the Oslo University College, Oslo, Norway (2010). Dr. Alir has worked as the Director of Library and the Chair of the Department of Computer Education and Instructional Technology at the Aksaray University, Aksaray, Turkey (2012). Currently, she is studying as an assistant professor at the Department of Information Management at the Yıldırım Beyazıt University, Ankara, Turkey. Her research interests include electronic records management, enterprise content management, information literacy and disadvantaged groups, e-government studies, and e-learning.

Anindya Basu is currently working as librarian of Maharani Kasiswari College, Kolkata since November, 2014 and doing PhD. He has obtained M.S. in LIS degree from Documentation Research and Training Centre, Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore Centre in 2012 and has been a JRF and SRF (2012-14) there. He has studied B.E. in IT and obtained his degree of engineering from Burdwan University (2005-09). He has visited Catania University, Italy to execute ontology based rice information system in Catania Grid Computing facility in 2012-13. He also received prestigious Korean Government Scholarship Program (KGSP) and visited Keimyung University, South Korea to undertake several academic and research assignments. He initiated for a research collaboration between Keyungbook National University and DRTC successfully. He authored and co-authored articles published in national and international conferences and journal.

Daan Boom is a seasoned librarian who has assisted many international and national academe, corporate and institutional librarians in transition and change management programs. Daan Boom holds a Master in Library Science, Amsterdam and is currently finishing his PhD program on learning and knowledge exchange in scientific organizations.

Winner Chawinga is a lecturer in the Department of Library and Information at Mzuzu University with a five year teaching experience at university level. He holds a Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science from the University of the Western Cape - South Africa. He obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in Library and Information Science from Mzuzu University – Malawi. His research interests
include ICTs in higher education, Web 2.0, E-learning, ICTs in libraries, Knowledge Management, Digital Curation and Cloud Computing.

**Forbes Chinyemba** is a Lecture at the Harare Polytechnic Department of Library and Information Science. He Lectures in various subjects of Information Science ranging from Afrocentric Librarianship, Classification Cataloguing, Records management. He has a wider interest in Indigenous knowledge and how it can be a factor for African Development. Chinyemba holds a Higher National diploma in Library and Information Sciences. He presented papers at the Zimbabwe International Book Fair and has a wide interest in the development of ICT in Library to meet development agenda of nations.

**George Chipeta** is a Senior Lecturer at Mzuzu University, where he has been teaching for the past 10 years. He is an immediate past Dean of the faculty of Information Science and Communications at Mzuzu University. he holds a MA, IN Library and Information Science from the University of Zululand. He got his first degree from the University of Zambia in 1996. He is a co-author of a book entitled teaching and learning of IL in Universities of KZN, in RSA and Malawi. He also contributed a chapter in a book entitled Information literacy education in universities. Some southern African perspectives. In Ocholla, D.N. and Brits, J., ed. Research Issues in Information Studies in a changing local and global environment. Some African perspectives as a co-author, and another paper on Information Literacy (IL) teaching and learning: a literature Review. In Inkanyiso Journal of Humanities and social Sciences, as well as another paper on teaching and learning of information literacy in some selected institutions of higher learning in KwaZulu-Natal South Africa and Malawi. In South African Journal of Library and Information Science (SAJLIS). His first paper is An exploratory study of the marketing of library and information services: A comparative study of the Mzuzu University and University of Zululand. In the Faculty of Arts 2nd Annual conference proceedings, University of Zululand, KwaDlangezwa, South Africa. This Chapter is the second that George is contributing to scholarly work.

**Collence Takaingenhamo Chisita** is a Principal Lecturer and Researcher based at Harare Polytechnic’s School of Information Sciences. Chisita has a keen and wider interest in the modern technologies of the Knowledge Age. Chisita is a holder of a Master of Sciences in Information Sciences, Bachelor of English and Communications, Higher Diploma in Information Sciences, Diploma in Public Relations and Communications. Currently, he is completing a Doctorate in Information Science with a focus on Use of ICT’s in enhancing knowledge sharing. His research thesis explores the concept of Resource sharing in the digital age and it also analyses the
challenges and opportunities of the new trajectory of open access models. Chisita is a renowned writer and speaker who has presented papers at various fora including Euro Africa Partnership for Research in ICT’s, Promoting African European Research Infrastructure Partnerships (PAERIP), IFLA, among others.

Stephen G is presently working as Assistant Librarian in NIELIT (National Institute of Electronics and Information Technology- Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh). He completed Ph.D degree entitled “Utilization of ICT based library Resources and Services in Engineering College Libraries of Sivagangai and Ramnathapuram Districts” in Department of Library and Information Science, Alagappa University, Karaikudi, India. His area of interest includes ICT, Information Literacy, Digital Library, User studies, E-learning etc. He holds MBA, M.L.I.S, M.Phil, Ph.D Degrees. He has passed State level Eligibility Test for the Assistant Professor post during 2012. He have qualified some technical education courses CCA, D.Com, PGDCPA, CCC respectively. He has also published around 10 research articles in the national and International journals, more than 20 papers presented various/seminar/conferences. And also published 8 chapters in various library and Information Science books. He is life member of various Library and Information Science Professional Associations. Indian Library Association (ILA-Delhi), Bombay Science Library Association (BOSLA-Mumbai), IATLIS (Punjab), ALA (Academic Library Association-Trichy, KLA (Kerala Library Association-Thiruvananthapuram), SALIS- Chennai.

Kijpokin Kasemsap received his BEng degree in Mechanical Engineering from King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, his MBA degree from Ramkhamhaeng University, and his DBA degree in Human Resource Management from Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. He is a Special Lecturer at Faculty of Management Sciences, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University based in Bangkok, Thailand. He is a Member of International Association of Engineers (IAENG), International Association of Engineers and Scientists (IAEST), International Economics Development and Research Center (IEDRC), International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology (IACSIT), International Foundation for Research and Development (IFRD), and International Innovative Scientific and Research Organization (IISRO). He also serves on the International Advisory Committee (IAC) for International Association of Academicians and Researchers (INAAR). He has numerous original research articles in top international journals, conference proceedings, and book chapters on business management, human resource management, and knowledge management published internationally.

Praveen Kumar currently works as Junior Library Assistant at Lok Sabha Secretariat, Parliament of India, Delhi. He has been associated with Jawaharlal Nehru
University Library, New Delhi, Govind Ballabh Pant Government Engineering College, Govt of NCT of Delhi, and Central Council for Research in Ayurvedic Sciences, Dept. of AYUSH, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Government of India. He obtained his M.A., M.L.I.Sc and M.Phil (Library Science) degrees from Delhi University, India. He has also qualified UGC-JRF in June, 2012. He has around Five years of professional and research experience. He presented several papers in Conference/Seminar and published some papers in National and International Journals. He has attended several workshops and training programmes on Information Literacy, Technical writing and Library Management Software. His specialised fields are Information and communication Technology in LIS, Social Networking Sites and Libraries, Electronic resource, RFID Technologies in Libraries.

**M. Padmaja Madgula** works as Senior Librarian at the Centre for Media and Rural Documentation (CMRD) in the National Institute of Rural Development & Panchayati Raj (NIRD&PR). Professional library member in the Academy of Library Science and Documentation (ALSD). Her experience has been gained from Management, Computer Science, Engineering college and University Libraries. Her expertise lies in Library Management, Collection Development and Knowledge Management. Browsing, culling out relevant and significant information and dissemination of the same to the needy is the focused service. Philosophy and journalism are the additional fields to her credit. Interested in editing documents.

**Tunc Medeni** is a member of Yıldırım Beyazıt University Management School in Turkey. He is also affiliated with other academic and professional institutions including Çankaya University and Middle East Technical University and Turksat, in Turkey and Brunel University in U.K. He completed his PhD in Knowledge Science at JAIST, Japan, following his master’s and bachelor degrees in U.K. and Turkey. Together with significant international and national academic and professional experience in eGovernment and eLearning fields, his academic interests focus on knowledge management, management information systems, management development and institutional transformation, among others.

**Baudev Mohanty** is currently working as Assistant Librarian at Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar, Odisha, India since 2012. Prior to joining at IIT Bhubaneswar he was at Infosys Ltd. for 12 long years in different role namely Assistant Librarian, Librarian and Lead Librarian. He also worked as a Programmer-cum-Training Officer in DPEP under the Department of School and Mass Education, Govt. of Orissa. He has published more than 16 research papers and presented papers in many Seminar and Conferences. He has received many accolades for his philanthropic and professional activities.
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Madhava Rao works as an Executive (Technical Information Officer) for Automotive Research Association of India, Pune. Before joining ARAI, he worked 5 years as a Librarian for Nizam Institute of Engineering and Technology, Hyderabad and developed library Automation software named LASAL (Library Automation Software in Academic Libraries) using Open Source tools. He also worked as a Team Leader with National Information Services Corporation (NISC) affiliated to Baltimore, USA an E-Publishing company for 7 years and was preparing Author & Institutional profiles for EBSCO databases. Stood 1st Rank in B.L.I.Sc. (Kakatiya University, 2000) and 2nd Rank in M.L.I.Sc. (Osmania University, 2001). In the year 2009 & 2013 received M. Phil & Ph.D. Degree in Library and Information Science from Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Open University, Hyderabad. Attended 28 Conferences / Seminars and published more than 20 national and international papers in the field of Library & information Science and received 4 best paper and presenter awards.

Arjun Sabharwal, Associate Professor, joined the University of Toledo Library faculty in January 2009 as Digital Initiatives Librarian responsible for the digital preservation of archival collections, managing the Toledo’s Attic Web site, and curating digital content in the University of Toledo Digital Repository. Current research interests include digital humanities, archives, and digital curation.

Jyotshna Sahoo is currently serving as a Lecturer in the P.G. Department of Library and Information Science, Sambalpur University, Odisha, India and engaged in teaching at both Master and M.Phil levels since September, 2010. Prior to her joining in teaching, she has had served as the Asst. Librarian of Odisha’s Premier Institutional culture heritage, ‘Odisha State Museum’ for More than a decade. Preservation and conservation of Arts and Artifacts especially organic material fall under the ambit of her area of interest. She has authored two books and 30+ research papers published in different journals of national and international repute. She was awarded (i) UGC-NET in Library and Information Science-1998; (ii) Junior Research Fellowship from Department of Culture, Govt. of India-2007; (iii) ICSSR Doctoral Fellowship for the Ph.D work-2007; (iv) Project Director of ICSSR project entitled “Mapping of Research Productivity in the fields Social Sciences in Odisha”-ICCSR, Ministry of Human Resources and Development, Govt. of India-2010 and she is the Life Member professionals bodies like, ILA, IASLIC.

S. Thanuskodi is presently working as Professor and Head in the Department of Library and Information Science, Alagappa University, Karaikudi, India – 630 003. He has around 19 years of professional experience in the field of Library and Information Science. He started his career as Librarian in the Central Law College, Salem. After that he served as Assistant Professor, Annamalai University. He also
served around three years as Tutor for Commonwealth Youth Programme. He holds B.Sc. M.A., B.Ed., M.L.I.S., M.Phil., Ph.D., and M.L. (International Law and Constitutional Law) Degrees. His areas of interest include Information and Communication Technology (ICT), User Studies, Bibliometrics, Webometrics, Research Methodology and Digital Libraries. Currently serving as General Secretary for Annamalai University Library and Information Science Alumni Association (AULISA). He has written 18 chapters in the textbooks of Library and Information Science and published more than 72 research articles in the national and international journals. He has contributed around 38 research papers in national and international conferences/seminars. Apart from this, he has authored 1 book and edited 5 books to his credit. He has guided 20 M.Phil. students for theses research work and 8 Ph.D. research scholars doing research under his guidance. He is life member of Professional bodies such as IIPA, ILA, IASLIC, IATLIS, SIS, MALA and SALIS. He is an Editor-in-Chief of International Journal of Advanced Library and Information Science and Editorial Board Member for several national and international peer reviewed journals including Library Philosophy and Practice (LPP). He is also the Publication Officer of Alagappa University and Chief Editor of University Newsletter.

Shilpi Verma is presently working as Senior Assistant Professor in the Department of Library & Information Science, Babasaheb Bhimrao Ambedkar University (A Central University), Lucknow. Before this assignment she has also worked as Librarian in Dr. Ambedkar Govt. P.G. college, Unchahar. She has more than 11 years of experience. She has Ph.D. Degree in Library & Information Science. She has guided around 35 M.L.ISc and 4 M.Phil dissertation. At present, she is guiding 5 Ph.D. Scholars. She has edited 03 Books, 2 Books as Associate Editor and published around 67 Papers in International and National Journals/ Seminar/Conference/Chapters in books. She is presently working as Coordinator, Information & Guidance Bureau of the University and Assistant Proctor of the University. She was also the Coordinator of Dept. of Human Development & Family Studies of the University for around one Year. She is a Life Member of ILA, IATLIS and IASLIC. She is also the member of various committee such as DRC, BPGS, School Board of SIST, Library Advisory Committee, proctorial board etc.